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The REINFORCE project

• REINFORCE (REsearch INfrastructures FOR Citizens in 
Europe) a 3 years long, Swarfs project with 11 partners, 
and four WPs for “discoveries” will end at the end of next 
month. It is coordinated by EGO
Its site is www.reinforceeu.eu

• REINFORCE is built on the Zooniverse platform
• Zooniverse is known as the world’s largest platform 

for online citizen science, allowing researchers across 
Europe and beyond to build and run their own projects 
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http://www.reinforceeu.eu/


Reinforce has four “discovery” WPs
They are all based on the Zooniverse platform

PLUS:

Explore the potential 

of frontier citizen science 

for inclusion and diversity.
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The idea behind our WP (New Particles@CERN)

To have citizens focus on visual inspection of 
events
To train them to locate displaced vertices 
which they may do better than ATLAS 
(HiggsHunters example)
To train them to recognize characteristic 
signatures of electrons, muons, photons and 
converted photons using the online HYPATIA 
event display
Finally, by combining the above: to let them 
make possible discoveries of “new physics”
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https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/reinforce/new-particle-search-at-cern*

*Translations: English, Greek, Spanish



Focusing on virtual inspection of displaced  vertices

Higgs→γγ with one converted photon SUSY scenaria with long-lived particles (ex RPV)

The workflow is split in 3 stages
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Stage 1 (on Zooniverse –simulated data)
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• Have provided selected events where the 
Primary Vertex (PV) is removed 

• The user gets an immediate feedback of 
his/her success/failure

• An automatic algorithm will compare with 
the “truth” information



Stage 1 (users’ results on DV identification)

October 19 2021 

October 5 2022

#Users

All users 3,081

Registered users 1,872

Not-registered users 1,209

Users finding are also compared to an 

automated DV finding algorithm
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Consensus=events classified by >10 users, average from >5 users 



Stage 2-particle identification  (using HYPATIA)
A specially developed version of HYPATIA where users use 
simulated data and try to identify muons, electrons, photons 
and converted photons. Detailed tutorial for each kind of 
particle is given 
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An ML algorithm compares 
users identification results 
with the “truth” information



Selection of a muon Selection of an electron

Selection of a photon Selection of a converted photon 
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Particle Type Efficiency

(%)

Purity (%)

Electron 89.6 88.4

Photon 95.9 79.7

Converted Photon 62.0 34.7

A team from Argentina sonified particle identifications for : 

muons, electrons, photons, converted photons

✓ Tracks :continuous sound (D6, 2sec)

✓ No track: silence 2 sec

✓ Double tracks: (conversions) two continuous sounds   of dif. freq. D6+C6

✓ Clusters: short sounds volume related to energy 

✓ Long tracks (muons) :continuous sound 4 sec, 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/Foa_8fT2NYY?start=1&end=57

80.6

19.4

User Classifications

Correctly
identified

Wrongly
identified

Stage 2 (users’ results onparticle identification)
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/Foa_8fT2NYY?start=1&end=57


Stage 3a - H→γγ STUDY (using HYPATIA)

Citizens search for H → γγ
candidates*:
⚫ select the candidate photon pair, 
⚫ rate the event (low → high 

interest).

Highly rated events are discussed on 
the project’s discussion boards. 

Potential statistical processing of user 
outputs may be carried out by our 
team alone.

Event Handling

*All ATLAS open data pre-selection cuts have been applied to the sample
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Stage 3a - H→γγ STUDY (users’ results)

Citizens identified Higgs boson decay 
photon products 
(18224 photons pairs classified).

They have also identified interesting cases 

and rated with 5 stars certain events 

containing additional leptons, which is 

interesting for the study of complex  Higgs 

production mechanisms.



Stage 3b - Neutral long-lived particle-hunting

• Citizens are advised to look at MDV, RDV, pT and d0 of the event and rate it accordingly with stars

• Every time they select a muon: the MT of muon pT and the ET
miss is calculated (mμν)
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Stage 3b - Neutral LLP hunting (users’ results)

Citizens correctly classified 65598 

displaced vertices containing a muon. 

Most are located on a detector surface. 

They also identified certain interesting 

cases, which they rated with 5 stars.



CONCLUSIONS
❑ The “New particle search at CERN” zooniverse platform

was launched about a year ago
❑ Since then >3100 citizens did about 335,000

classifications:

❑ Citizen performance is comparable to that of a

machine in most cases.

❑ Statistical combination of user results is a powerful

tool that could be further exploited in future
❑ The project emphasizes the inclusion and diversity and

art/sciences activities
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Stage # #Classifications

DV identification (1) 170,645 

Particle Identification (2) 60,550

Study of the Higgs Boson (3a) 38,095

Discovery of LLP (3b) 65,597

All stages 334,887





Back-up



Citizens will search for muon-jet DV*s:
⚫ mark the muon associated with the DV, 
⚫ rate the event (low → high interest).

Highly rated events can be discussed on the 
project’s discussion boards. 

Potential statistical processing of user outputs 
may be carried out by us alone.

Stage 3b - Neutral long-lived particle-hunting
(using HYPATIA)

*preselection of events where distance between PV and DV is >5cm has been applied
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